Teaching About East Asia
Lesson Plan submitted by:
Anita M. Russ,
Superior School, City of East Cleveland School System, Ohio
Subject Matter: Time Travel: China, Japan and Korea
Grade Level: Seventh Grade
Middle School, Grades 6 - 8
Ohio Academic Course of Study benchmark
Type: Culmination: Exit Project
The students' study of Southeast Asian countries of China, Japan and Korea provides the content
base. Cooperative group work, review of textbook resources as well as other sources listed below
should be made accessible.
Performance Objectives:
Students will:
1. Create multiple tier timelines.
2. Graphically depict historical events for the given time and place.
3. Compare and contrast developments of ancient China, Japan and Korea.
4. Analyze to find relationships and evidence of cultural borrowing.
Student groups will create an illustrated multiple tier timeline on:
a. 3 aspects such as government, art, and economy of one civilization's development during a
specific time period
or
b. Comparative: 1 aspect of three cultures during a given time period, eg.: government
represented for given time period of China, Japan and Korea.
Procedure:
Day One
1. Assign teacher-made cooperative groups and task direction sheets for research on ancient
China, Japan and Korea.
2. Cooperatively students review standards on cooperative group work and sign / fill-in tasks for
Day One (see task and direction sheets).
For example,
Tasks: recorder
illustrators
resource persons
assemblers
Students need to know that they are accountable each day for a task sheet on their job
performance which will be due and credit / points given.
Days Two, Three and Four
3. Group work and research for multiple tier timeline a or b (see sources and websites).
Days Five and Six
Student groups create multiple tier, illustrated timelines.

Days Seven and Eight
Students will plan and practice presentations for illustrated multiple tier timelines. Students may
choose a simple narrative or choose to all participate with given events and illustrations.
Evaluation:
Students will answer question sheets made up by student presenters.
Example:
1. When did written language begin in China? And does that coincide with written language in
Japan?
2. What evidence do you find of "cultural Borrowing" between Korea and China and Korea and
Japan?
Materials:
1. Daily cooperative group assignment sheets and task sheets
2. Poster paper, tag board or 8" x 11" copy paper
3. Magic markers, colored pencils or crayons
4. Magazines, newspapers
5. Scissors, glue
6. Timeline handouts
7. Textbooks
Sources:
http://www.wsu.edu:8080/~dee/ANCJAPAN/TIMELINE.HTM
Timeline of Ancient Japan from 10,500 B. C. to 1192 A. D.
Washington State University
http://www.wsu.edu:8080/~dee/ANCCHINA/ANCCHINA.HTM
http://www.travelchinaguide.com/intro/history/
Timeline of Ancient China from 21st Century B. C. to 960 A. D.
Travel China Guide
http://www.slu.edu/organizations/ksa/History.htm
Ancient Korea from 2333 B. C. to the present
St. Louis University
ODE:
Academic Content Standards: Social Studies
1. Group events by broadly defined historical eras and enter onto multiple tier timelines, page
145.
2. Select events and construct a multiple tier timeline to show relationships between events,
page 148.
3. Give examples of contacts among different cultures that led to changes in belief systems, art,
science, technology, language or systems of government, page 146.
4. Establish guidelines, rules and timelines for group work, page 147.

